Hello Everyone,

Here is the agenda for our conference call scheduled for Wednesday 8/3 at 10am. **Please note that we will be using Zoom for this call (instead of ReadyTalk):**

**Discussion/Current Efforts:**

- Selectively Show Documents from Hidden Section
- Committee Member Reviewer Access/Document Assignments: Expiration Date Feature.

**Recent Changes/Enhancements:**

- "Email All Analyst" Link and Inbox Filter
  - Feature has been deployed
  - Added a more graceful error, in case the email is forwarded outside of Senate Staff/analysts
  - Link now redirects users to the "Inbox" page instead of the "Dashboard" when they are neither analysts in a participating committee nor senate members.
  - Unique item link is now included for individual committee "Email Analyst" links. This link when sent to Senate Members and Analysts in that committee, will redirect them to the inbox page for the individual committee that the email was sent from, with the specific item filtered out.

- Selectively Hide Items and Documents with Checkboxes
  - Feature has been deployed
  - Now when a checkbox for a specific item or document is clicked, the user is toggled into a "Hide" mode that hides all other functions/buttons and only displays a "Hide Selected Item(s) from 'Committee Abbreviation' Inbox Workspace" button when toggled in the "Inbox" page and a "Hide Selected Documents" button when toggled in the "Issue Details" page.
  - Further discussion is needed for Selectively Showing Documents from "Hidden" Section.

---

*Our Zoom Meeting ID is: 797-817-7079*

[https://ucsb.zoom.us/j/7978177079](https://ucsb.zoom.us/j/7978177079)